
A glossary of over 2,000 terms which provides a common data management vocabulary for IT and Business professionals, and is a companion to the DAMA Data Management Body of Knowledge (DAMA-DMBOK). This glossary is a physical book - it also comes in electronic format as a CD-ROM (see ISBN 9781935504115). Topics include: Analytics & Data Mining Architecture Artificial Intelligence Business Analysis DAMA & Professional Development Databases & Database Design Database Administration Data Governance & Stewardship Data Management Data Modeling Data Movement & Integration Data Quality Management Data Security Management Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence Document, Record & Content
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The DAMA Guide to the Data Management Body of Knowledge (DAMA-DMBOK) Print Edition
Written by over 120 data management practitioners, the DAMA Guide to the Data Management Body of Knowledge (DAMA-DMBOK) is the most impressive compilation of data management principals and best practices, ever assembled. It provides data management and IT professionals, executives, knowledge workers, educators, and researchers with a framework to manage their data and mature their information infrastructure. This print edition is also available in electronic PDF format on a CD (see ISBN 97809...

Como uma introdução oficial para o gerenciamento de dados, os objetivos do guia DMBOK são: Construir um consenso para uma aplicação, geralmente visível das funções do gerenciamento de dados; Fornecer definições padres para os usos comuns das funções do gerenciamento de dados, entregas, papéis e outras terminologias; Documentar os princípios voltados para o gerenciamento de dados; Apresentar uma visão geral neutra em relação a vendedores de soluções e produtos visando praticar boas práticas comuns, métodos e técnicas...

The increasing volume of data in modern business and science calls for more complex and sophisticated tools. Although advances in data mining technology have made extensive data collection much easier, it’s still always evolving and there is a constant need for new techniques and tools that can help us transform this data into useful information and knowledge. Since the previous edition’s publication, great advances have been made in the field of data mining. Not only does the third edition of ...

Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques offers a thorough grounding in machine learning concepts as well as practical advice on applying machine learning tools and techniques in real-world data mining situations. This highly anticipated third edition of the most acclaimed work on data mining and machine learning will teach you everything you need to know about preparing inputs, interpreting outputs, evaluating results, and the algorithmic methods at the heart of successful d...

The Data Dictionary Concepts and Uses, 2nd Edition
Step-by-step instructions demonstrate how to customize planning so the installed dictionary meets an organization's specific needs. Reviews basic data concepts and data-related problems; discusses diverse approaches to these problems; and describes ideas and features of data dictionaries. Includes a sample dictionary implementation which illustrates a typical design and clarifies concepts.

Dama s kogotkami: Ljubitel'nica chastnogo syska Dasha Vasil'eva #3 (Ironicheskii detektiv) (Russian Edition)
Veseloe prazdnovanie Novogo goda vnezapno zavershaetsja tragediej. Pri strannyh obstojeval'tvah umieraet hozjajka doma. Rodstvenniki pogishej speshat zamiat' preestuplenie. Togda podrugu ubitoj Dasha Vasil'eva zatevaet sobstvennoe rassledovanie. Odna za d
Learning iCloud Data Management: A Hands-On Guide to Structuring Data for iOS and OS X

A great read for iOS developers who want to learn if iCloud is right for their app and dive right in with lots of practical code examples. Jon Bell, UXLaunchpad.com Get Hands-On Mastery of iCloud Data Management for iOS 7 and OS X Mavericks As apps rapidly move into business and the cloud, iOS and OS X developers need new data management techniques. In Learning iCloud Data Management, renowned Apple database expert Jesse Feiler shows you how to use Apple's latest APIs and technolog...